
WARNING: The user or installer of any product from this catalog must determine its suitability for their intended purpose or application
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GP 320 CALIPER

Caliper Highlights:
The GP 320 billet four piston caliper is a compact, high efficiency performer. Weighing
just 1.70 pounds, it was purpose built as an upgrade with increased pad size over two
piston calipers on lightweight open wheeled racecars. The GP 320 is also well suited
to other performance and racing applications including, but not limited to karts,
motorcycles, mini-sprints, and formula sports racers. The GP 320 bridge
configuration will accommodate rotors between .19" and .25" thick, with overall
diameters between 9.00" and 11.50".
Caliper is full CNC detail machined from premium alloy billet. FEA structural analysis
technology was employed to develop a design that minimizes weight and maximizes
rigidity against deflection. Full width bridges are reinforced with four, high strength steel
cross bridge bolts. The cross bridge bolts are coated for corrosion resistance and provide
added resistance to deflection and body separation under high loads. Internal fluid ports with
a single outboard bleeder provide quick and effective evacuation of gasses and spent fluid.
Clamping force is generated by four, 1.25" diameter, stainless steel pistons. The clamping force is
spread evenly over the length of the pad to minimize backing plate deflection and promote balanced pad
wear. The overall piston bore area provides an increase in clamping force over similar range two piston
calipers. Stainless steel is used to resist corrosion and retard the heat transfer from the brake pad to the caliper
body, seals, and fluid.
The GP 320 uses Wilwood type 6211 brake pads. The pads measure .44" (11,2mm) thick with an overall length of 2.74" ( 69,6mm). This represents nearly
a 50% increase in pad area over some of the popular two piston calipers used on similar applications. The 6211 pad is available in PolyMatrix "H" compound
which provides predictable engagement, high friction, long wear, and extreme high temperature fade resistance in the harshest conditions.
Other Wilwood performance enhancements include high temperature square faced bore seals that provide a wide sealing area with positive piston retraction
on release. Quick-Clip retention pins provide easy access for pad service without caliper removal. The calipers are finished in signature Wilwood high luster
black anodizing for protection against corrosion and the elements.

NOTES: (1) REFERENCE FRONT OF MANUAL FOR GENERAL ORDERING INFORMATION
(2) RH AND LH ORIENTATION ARE BASED ON REAR (TRAILING) MOUNT STANDARDS FOR FRONT MOUNT APPLICATIONS, EXCHANGE THE

CALIPERS RIGHT TO LEFT TO MAINTAIN AN UPRIGHT BLEED ORIENTATION

BORE SIZE DISC WIDTH RH PART NUMBER (2) LH PART NUMBER (2)

1.25” 31,8 mm .19 - .24” 4,8 - 6,1 MM 120-8524 120-8525

CALIPER ORDERING INFORMATION:(1)

Black

"D1"

5.37 (136,4)

PISTONPISTON
1.58 (40,0) 1.33 (33,8)

1.63 (41,4)

MOUNT HEIGHT

.25 (6,3) DISC WIDTH

.79 (20,1) MOUNT OFFSET

.39 (9,9)

MOUNT HOLE

3.50 (88,9)

MOUNT CENTER

"E"

OUTSIDE

RADIUS

DISC/WHEEL CENTERLINE

"A'

BOLT CIRCLE

RADIUS

DIMENSION "D1" = (DISC DIAMETER/2) - 1.63 (41,4)

INLET FITTING: 1/8-27 NPT

TOP OF FRICTION MATERIAL

AND DISC O.D. TO BE FLUSH

DISC

DIAMETER

9.00 (228,6)

9.88 (251,0)

10.00 (254,0)

11.50 (292,1)

"E"

OUTSIDE RADIUS

4.84 (122,7)

5.27 (133,9)

5.33 (135,4)

6.08 (154,4)

"D1"

HEIGHT

2.87 (72,9)

3.31 (84,1)

3.37 (85,6)

4.12 (104,6)

"A" BOLT

CIRCLE RADIUS

3.36 (85,3)

3.74 (94,9)

3.80 (96,5)

4.48 (113,8)

GP 320 CALIPER, MOUNTING DIMENSIONS:

.44

(11,2)

2.74 (69,6)

1.66 (42,2)

AXLE SET P/N PAD TYPE / COMPOUND
15H - 8596K 6211 H PolyMatrix
150 - 10396K 6211 CM For Titanium Rotor

GP 320 BRAKE PAD TYPE 6211 - PAD VOLUME = 1.03 CU. IN.:

CALIPER SQ RING BLEE(D SCREW BODY SEAL PAD RETAINER
PART NO. PISTON KIT (4 PK) EA) (EA) CLIP PIN (4 PK)
120-8524 200-8488 (1.25”) 130-3602 220-7496 210-2582 180-3861
120-8425 200-8488 (1.25”) 130-3602 220-7496 210-2582 180-3861

SERVICE PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION:


